# 2019 Grant Cycle

Through a simple grant making process, the annual proceeds from membership provide financial support to nonprofits that address pressing issues facing the communities of Lake Tahoe. In 2019, TWCF awarded $84,000 in funds, in part thanks to the support from Ms. Lisa Maloff that allowed us to triple all contributions.

## $84,000

### Poverty, Housing, or Basic Needs
- Tahoe Magic
- Tahoe Coalition for the Homeless
- Tahoe Prosperity Center
- Tahoe Youth & Family Services ($7,000)

### Mental Health & Wellness
- Juvenile Service Council
- NAMI El Dorado

### Children & Youth
- Suicide Prevention Network
- CASA El Dorado
- Lake Tahoe Conservation Fund ($3,281)

### Education & Literacy
- Bijou Community School PTA
- LTCC Foundation ($3,000)
- HERO Scholarship Fund ($1,000)

### Community, Arts, or Culture
- Tahoe Arts Project
- Bringing Art to Schools ($3,719)

www.tahoewomenscommunityfund.org
The Tahoe Women’s Community Fund, a philanthropic leadership organization, is dedicated to building and engaging an inclusive and diverse membership of women interested in strengthening our community through the power of collective giving.

$203,000

Funds donated directly back to our community over the past three years through our collective giving model.

30

To date, we have supported 30 different local organizations and their amazing projects, all benefiting our South Shore community.

Our 2019 grant cycle awarded four times the amount of funds as in our initial year.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS

Emerging Philanthropist $100 - $249
Developing Philanthropist $250 - $999
Sustaining Philanthropist $1000+

OUR 2018 “WOMEN OF DISTINCTION”

Natasha Schue (left), & Joanne Shope (right) were honored for their commitments to our community.
2019 MEMBERS

ANNE ABEL
SHERRI AGRI
LINDA ALBRECHT
FRANCES ALLING
CINDY ARCHER
ASPEN REALTY
KENT BAER
REBECCA BAER
SUSAN BAKER
MICHELLE BARCLAY
NANCY BARCLAY
JANET BAUMANN
CARMELA BECHTOL
NINA BELCHER
JEAN BERGNER
TERESA BERTRAND
R.G. BLASSER
PEGGY BLOWNEY
MELISSA BORNSTEIN
JANICE BOSSON
FRANCES BRADY
DEANNA BROTHERS
JUDY BRUSO
REBECCA BRYSON
DENISE BURKE
NICOLE CARTWRIGHT
BRANDI CASKEY
PAIGE CASHIER
SUSAN CHANDLER
SUSAN CHANNEL
LAURA CHAPPEL
TIZZY CHEN
NANCY CHENEY
MELINDA CHOW
DARCE COLLINS
THERESA COLWELL
LEILANI CONNOLLY
CINDY COWEN
NANCY DALTON
HA DANG
ERICA DARKE
KERRY DAVID
WENDY DAVID
ANNIE DAVIDSON
TERRA DE GUERE
KASEY DEFRANCO
JUNE DENNEY
BONNIE DRISCOLL

HEIDI HILL DRUM
CHRISTINE ENSIGN
MICHELLE FEENEY
KAREN FINK
AMY FISH
JANE FLAVIN
BRENDA FRACHISSEUR
CLARE FRANZ
CAROL GERARD
CATHY GIBB
RENEE GIBB
JENN GLECKMAN
KAREN GOLDBERG
AMBER GOLIGOSKI
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DORIS GROELZ
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SANDRA GUEBARD
JENNIFER GURECKI
JAN GURNEE
CAROL HAASE
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NICK HAVEN
KATHY HAVEN
NORINE HECH
KAY HENDERSON
BROOKE HERNANDEZ
DEANNA HERTZ
CYNTHIA ANN HERTZOG
SHARON HIGMAN
KARIN HOLMES
KAREN HOUSER
DEB HOWARD
LISA HUARD
VIRGINIA HUBER
MELISSA JAMES
KATHY JENSEN
ERIN JONES
JOANNE JONES
MANDY KENDALL
MARGARET KOVARIK
KELLY KROLICKI
DAVID KURTZMAN
CHEYANNE LANE
PAM LANNEN
MICHELLE LARSEN
VRENI LEASE
ELLEN LETENDRE
MELODY LEVITT
LINDA LOUCHRIN
JULIE LOWE
ADELE LUCAS
ANNE LUEKEN
MICKEY MADDEN
KELSEY MACOON
ELISA MAHER
LISA MALOFF
LAUREN MALONE
KAREN MARTIN
CATHY MARTIN
ALEXANDRA MARTINEZ
CINDY MARTINEZ
MARIA DEL C. MARTINEZ
SHELLEY MARTINEZ
BROOKE MARTONE
JOE MARZOCCO
TRUDY MATTHEWS
ASHLEY MATTILA
JEANNE MCNAMARA
AMANDA MILLER
TINA MIRANDA
GINGER MITCHELL
NANCY MULLER
MARISA MUSCAT
JULIE NELSON
JACKIE NELSON
JONNY NEWSRE
SUSAN NEWSRE
SUE NOVASEL
LAUREN O'CONNOR
SUE O'CONNOR
TARGHEE OEVERAS
CHERYL ORR
DAVID ORR
JAMIE ORR
MIREYA ORTEGA
ASHLYN OWINGS
DAVEY PAIVA
MARY PALIN
THERESA PAPANDREA
KATY PEEK
JENNIFER PETERSON
PAULA PETERSON
SARA PIERCE
TANIA PILKINTON
CYNTHIA PRESTON
RUTH RICH
BARBARA RILEY
MADELYN RIOS
MICHELLE RISDON
JEANETTE RIVA
CAROLYN ROBINSON
WILLIAM ROBY
NANCY ROLLETON
STACY ROMAGNOLO
STELLA ROPER
COOKIE RORK
DIANE ROSNER
RHONDA ROTH
HILARY ROVERUD
KRISTINA SAMMI
JESSICA SCHNOLL
VELMA SCHNOLL
ELIZABETH SCHUE
NATASHA SCHUE
KELLY SHANAHAN
CARLINE SINKLER
VIVIE SINOU
CHRISTY SLOCUM
MICHELLE SOWER
PETER SPELLMAN
JENNIFER STAFFORD
LEE ANNE STIGERS GENASCI
ROBYN SWANSON
BRITT SWANSON
LAUREN THOMASELLI
TERE TIBETTLES
JOANN TILSON
KELLY TILSON
CHRISTINA TOMOLILLO
CHRISTINE TRICCS
KIMBERLY VALVERDE
KELEIGH VANKIRK
SIDNEY VARGAS-MACHUCAS
MARY WAGNER
TORI WALTON
TIARA WASNER
DANE WEIDINGER
TODD WHITE
ZOHRA WOZACK
JUDE WOOD
ROSEMARY WOOD
BUFFY WRIGHT
CAROLYN WRIGHT